Plans
+
Pop-Up Park
=
Payoff!
Planning Rome’s North 5th Ave
Brice Wood – City of Rome
Community Buy-in

- Business Owner Walk-Throughs
- Regular Open Houses
- Department Head Meetings
- Chamber/DDA Events
- Digital Survey
- Charrette
5th Ave Arts District
Building a Pop-Up Park

Kemberli Sargent - PEDS
Purpose
Plans
Plans
Plans
Putting it together
Plans change
Putting it together
Problems!
Problems!
Putting it together
Putting it together
Putting it together
Putting it together
Pretty Sweet Deal!
Pushing for more

NEIGHBORS
Developing Places to Walk
Taking Lessons Home

Carolyn Rader, AICP, Co-Chair  S.H.A.R.E. Druid Hills
MISSION

S.H.A.R.E. Druid Hills encourages safe, healthy movement for everyone within and across the Druid Hills neighborhood while protecting and honoring the neighborhood's historic legacy, preserving its beauty, and sustaining its integrity.
Clifton Corridor Transportation Projects and Studies
Alternative Transportation and Olmsted Preservation
Connectivity and Private Property
Pedestrian and Bike Road Safety
Citizen Led Training and Advocacy

Urban Design – Travel Sheds

Now shown with existing transit, bike infrastructure, parks & points of interest.

Questions for Druid Hills residents to consider:
• What transportation options do we, collectively, want for Druid Hills?
• Is this sort of design something we want?
• If so, how might we achieve this within the context of our historic neighborhood?
Open Streets Emory Village and Future Pop-Up Demo